In this paper, we propose a scheme to implement the two-qubit controlled-Z gate via the Starktuned Förster interaction of Rydberg atoms, where the Förster defect is driven by a time-dependent electric field of a simple sinusoidal function while dipole-dipole interactions are time-independent. It is shown that when the system is initially in a specific state, it makes a cyclic evolution after a preset interaction time, returning to the initial state, but picks up a phase, which can be used for realizing a two-atom controlled-Z gate. Due to the interference of sequential Landau-Zener transitions, the population and phase of the state is quasi-deterministic after the cyclic evolution and therefore the gate fidelity is insensitive to fluctuations of the interaction time and the dipole-dipole interaction strength. Feasibility of the scheme realized with Cs atoms is discussed in detail, which shows that the two-qubit gate via Landau-Zener control can be realized with the state-of-the-art experimental setup.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rydberg atoms trapped in optical potentials provide an attractive physical architecture for quantum information processing [1] . Long-range interactions between distant Rydberg atoms can be switched on and off on demand with focused lasers [2] . After the pioneering work proposed by Jaksch et al. [3] , a number of schemes have been proposed to implement quantum gates with Rydberg atoms using, e.g. full and partial blockade, as well as antiblockade [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . A useful way for controlling the interaction is Stark-tuned Förster resonance [21] , where two pairs of Rydberg states that allow for dipole transitions inbetween can be shifted into resonance by dc or microwave electric field [22, 23] . The coherent coupling at Förster resonance has been recently demonstrated in experiment [24, 25] and proposed for implementing quantum logic gates earlier [26, 27] . To achieve high fidelity gates, one typically has to control Förster resonances precisely, which means these schemes are sensitive to fluctuations of interatomic distances and intensity of external fields.
To reduce the effect of parameter fluctuations in dynamical control, Beterov et al. have recently proposed a scheme for realizing a controlled-Z (CZ) gate based on a double adiabatic passage across the Starktuned Förster resonance, enabling complete population transfer and accumulation of a deterministic phase for the targeted Rydberg pair state [28] . However, to avoid manipulating the distance dependent dipole-dipole interaction, the modulation function of the electric field applied for the Stark-tuning requires to have a power law relation with respect to the gate operation time, which may increase experimental complexity nevertheless [28, 29] .
Coherent population transfer in a two-level system can be realized alternatively via periodic sweeping of the interaction-induced avoided level crossing under the control of an external field, giving rise to the Landau-Zener (LZ) transitions [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] and the Landau-Zener-Stückelberg (LZS) oscillations [33] . The latter is also referred to as LZS interference since repeated passages through an avoided crossing act as an atomic interferometer [34] , causing interference among different components of the atomic superposition state. If more than one crossing is involved and the dynamics is overall coherent, then transition paths can interfere according to the phases accumulated between subsequent crossings [35] . The LZ and LZS dynamics have been experimentally demonstrated with Rydberg atoms [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Inspired by Ref. [28] , in this paper, we propose a scheme for implementation of two-qubit logic gates based on the LZ control of the Förster interaction. The dipole-dipole interaction energy between the two Rydberg atoms remains constant during the gate operation, while the Förster defect is periodically modulated such that the interatomic interaction oscillates between van der Waals and dipolar shapes. The dynamics of the Rydberg pair states subjected to the Förster interaction is described by the LZS theory, and is discussed in strong, weak, and intermediate driving regimes, respectively. Our result shows that a twoqubit CZ gate with high fidelity can be implemented based on a quasi-deterministic population transfer and phase accumulation, which can be much less sensitive to the fluctuations of the gate operation time and dipole-dipole interaction strength compared with the scheme based on direct coherent coupling. Furthermore, the intensity of the driving field here is a simple harmonic function of time, which is easier to realize compared to the power law modulation.
II. MODEL AND SCHEME
As shown in Fig. 1(a) , we consider two identical Rydberg atoms individually trapped in optical tweezers. Each one has two ground states |0 and |1 , which represent the logic states of the corresponding qubit, and three Rydberg states |r , |r + and |r − . The transitions between the Rydberg levels |r and |r + (|r − ) are dipole allowed and the bare energies of the RyarXiv:1806.09775v2 [quant-ph] 11 Jul 2018
(1)
(2) Figure 1 . (Color online) (a) Scheme of a CZ gate based on Landau-Zener dynamics. Two atoms are first excited to the Rydberg state |r , followed by a harmonic driving that shifts the neighboring Rydberg levels |r± back and forth modulating the Förster resonance. The atoms are e finally deexcited to the ground state |1 . The phase shift is accumulated if both atoms are initially prepared in the state |1 , and |0 is an auxiliary computational state. (b) Time dependence of the energy defect from the Förster resonance δ (t) = δ0 + A cos (ωt + φ), where the red dots denote the system passing through the Förster resonance induced by periodic modulation.
dberg pair states |r 1 |r 2 , |r + 1 |r − 2 , and |r − 1 |r + 2 are almost degenerate. The pair states are coupled by the dipolar interaction based on the Förster process IV for further discussion. The two-qubit controlled-Z gate is implemented through LZ control of the Förster defect in three steps.
Step (1): The two atoms are simultaneously excited to the Rydberg state |r by a short π pulse when they are in the state |1 , and the electric field is tuned far away from Förster resonance [see Fig.1(b) ] so that the atomic pair transitions |r 1 |r 2 → |r + 1 |r − 2 (|r − 1 |r + 2 ) are adiabatically inhibited.
Step (2): By applying a time-dependent sinusoidal electric field, the energy defect δ (t) is tuned to zero periodically and the system transits in between the pair Rydberg states by passing through the avoided level crossing induced by the resonant dipole-dipole interaction (i.e. the Förster resonance). This results in coherent population transfer of the system states from |r 1 |r 2 to (|r + 1 |r − 2 + |r − 1 |r + 2 )/ √ 2 and then back to |r 1 |r 2 , accompanied by accumulation of a phase shift π. Note that the coherent population transfer can be realized as well for the energy defect δ (t) being much larger than the inherent dipolar interaction strength, however, this is non ideal for realization of the CZ gate, see further discussion below. Step (3): A deexcitation pulse (the second π pulse) is applied to the two atoms, transforming the doubly excitation state back to |1 1 |1 2 . Provided that one of the atoms is ini- tially in the state |0 , no phase shift can occur because Förster resonances are not present. Consequently, the system evolution is equivalent to the CZ gate:
III. LZS CONTROL OF RYDBERG PAIR STATES
To illustrate the realization of the essential transformation |1 1 |1 2 −→ −|1 1 |1 2 (i.e. |r 1 |r 2 −→ −|r 1 |r 2 ) more clearly, we reduce the Förster process by the coupling between two symmetric pair states for the two atoms: |g ≡ |r 1 |r 2 and |e ≡ (|r + 1 |r − 2 + |r − 1 |r + 2 )/ √ 2. The Hamiltonian for the Förster defect being driven by a time-varying external field is then given by ( = 1)
where the bare energy of the state |g is set to zero, and the coupling strength between the two new defined basis states (i.e. the energy splitting of the avoiding crossing) is assumed to be independent of time. A key element here is the time varying detuning δ (t), which is a periodic function with offset δ 0 , amplitude A, and frequency ω. For simplicity, we take the phase φ = 0 in the following. The eigenenergies ofĤ(t) under periodic modulation, which correspond to the frequency of pair states, show avoided crossings while the Förster defect is tuned towards resonance, as shown in Fig. 2 . The effective model (3) without involving pulse shaping of the coupled Rabi frequency is closely related to Rydberg experiments, where the dipole-dipole interaction strength between two Rydberg atoms is determined by the interatomic distance and the orientation of the individual dipole, and cannot be continuously changed in short time scales.
We then rewrite the system Hamiltonian (3) by separating it into time-independent and time-dependent driving parts:Ĥ
In the rotating frame ofĤ d (t),Ĥ 0 (t) can be transformed intô
with the operatorÛ (t) beinĝ
which also maps the wave function in the reference frame |ψ onto |ψ via |ψ =Û (t)|ψ , following the Schrödinger equation i 
where the periodic energy defect has effectively modified the Rabi coupling Ω n = V DD J n ( A ω ) with J n ( A ω ) being the nth order Bessel function of the first kind. The dynamics determined byĤ strongly depends on the driving parameters A, δ 0 , and ω, and can be divided into three different regimes, as detailed below.
Weak driving. The weak driving regime refers to A E q ≡ δ 2 0 + V 2 DD , under which, the singlephoton resonant transition from |g to |e occurs for ω = δ 2 0 + V 2 DD and the frequency of the Rabi oscillations is given by Ω eg ≡ A sin[tan
If the system is initially in the state |g with a large static defect δ 0 V DD , the valid approximation Rabi frequency, giving rise to Ω eg ≈ AV DD /2δ 0 . As a special case, this also describes the Autler-Townes splitting at small driving amplitude A, and can be analytically calculated by simply truncating the series of Ω n up to n = 1 (corresponding to the rotating wave approximation), which leads to [36] 
Using the interaction picture representation, we can then find the effective transition frequency
A ω ) and the Rabi frequency V DD J 1 ( A ω ) ≈ AV DD /2δ 0 of the two-level system by using the approximation J n (
1. According to Eq. (10), if the system is initially in the state |g , it will undergo Rabi oscillations between |g and |e and return to |g after a full Rabi cycle, but pick up a phase φ. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , but which shows φ is generally not equal to π, so that a two-qubit controlled-Z gate cannot be realized in this regime.
Strong driving. We next turn to the case of strong driving with (A − δ 0 ) V DD , where the system repeatedly traverses the Förster resonance and hardly spends any time in the degeneracy point [37] . To gain the insight, we perform a further transformation exp(iδ 0 |e e|t), transforming the Hamiltonian of Eq. in resonance, corresponding to a |m|-photon process.
In the high frequency limit, where the frequency of the external driving is much larger than the effective Rabi frequencies associated with the other frequency components, i.e., ω Ω n (n = m), all time-dependent fast oscillating terms (∼ e i(m−n)ωt ) can be neglected. As a consequence, the system dynamics is reduced to the resonant driving of a two-level system with the Rabi frequency Ω n = V DD |J n ( A ω )|, as shown in Fig.  4 . In this case, the two-level system can make a cyclic evolution, and return to the initial state |g , picking up a phase of π. But this occurs only at a specific moment. Thus, the evolutional dynamics in analogous to the coherent resonant coupling scheme requires precise control of the rescaled time. In addition, we note that there is a special situation with the parameters δ 0 = 0 and n = 0, in which the system can transit between |e and |g with full conversion via the LZ control, however, here we focus on the general case of a finite Förster defect.
In the low-frequency situation ω ∼ Ω m , a stepwise increase or decrease of the population can be found for each time the system passing through the LZ avoid crossing and the population has weak oscillations during its stay at each stair. In general, the system exhibits non-sinusoidal oscillations and can approximately return to the initial state |g with the quasideterministic population and phase π after a time period T , e.g. V dd T ∼ 2π×4 in Fig. 5 and V dd T ∼ 2π×7 in Fig. 6 . The duration for the system staying in |g after an oscillation period is determined by the time interval for two sequential sweeping of the avoided crossing, as shown in Fig. 6 . Mathematically, this is due to the fact that the single resonant transition with δ 0 = mω is not a good approximation any more in the low frequency regime, where the "noise channels" contribute to the Rabi coupling between the two basis states if the corresponding Rabi frequencies of the non-resonant components are comparable to the detunings, i.e. (n − m)ω ∼ Ω n . This feature makes the gate dynamics robust against certain amount of time deviation and parameter fluctuation.
Intermediate driving. Finally, we look into the regime with A δ 0 , where the system reaches the Förster resonance around the turning point of the harmonic driving, but stays for a longer time at the avoided crossing compared with the case of strong driving. To illustrate the performance of the controlled-Z gates in this regime, we perform numeri- cal simulations with three sets of parameters, as shown in Figs. 7-9 . The results show the system exhibits the LZ transition behavior similar to that under the strong driving for both high frequency and slow passage limits. The distinct features of the dynamics of the system in this regime are that it can return to the initial state |g and pick up a π-phase after a relative short time, and that the evolution can be frozen for a relative long duration (see the shaded area in Fig.  9 ). These features enable implementation of a highfidelity controlled-Z gate that is robust to parameter fluctuations.
To compare the stabilities of the gates realized in 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CZ GATE AND EXPERIMENTAL FEASIBILITY
Now we focus on the intermediate driving regime, which allows for optimal control of the population transfer and the phase accumulation. To evaluate the performance of the controlled-Z gate (2), we take an example, where the input state is |ψ 0 = 1 2 (|00 + |01 + |10 + |11 ). The quality of the output state |ψ f under nonideal conditions is characterized by the fidelity, defined as F = | ψ f |U cz |ψ 0 | 2 where U cz is a diagonal matrix with diag(U cz ) = (1, 1, 1, e iπ ). We first consider the effect of parameter fluctuation and neglect the atomic spontaneous emission. Assume that both the first and third step of the controlled-Z gate operation (i.e. the excitation and de-excitation of the atoms between |1 and |r ) are correctly implemented, then the fidelity of our scheme is almost perfect (F = 0.9998) for V dd T = 2π × 4 with the same parameters as in Fig. 9 . To examine the advantages of our scheme compared to the approach via direct coherent coupling at the Förster resonance [24] , we then check the robustness of the two schemes to the fluctu- ation of the rescaled time for gate operation, as shown in figure 11 . It is clearly verified that the fidelity of our scheme is less sensitive to the uncertainty of the operation time in contrast to the coherent coupling method with a similar gate duration. A fidelity as high as 0.995 can be well maintained for a time deviation of δ(V DD T )/(V DD T ) ∼ 10% via the periodic LandauZener control, while the result obtained by the coherent coupling method is about 0.975, which may be affected by additional errors for tuning the system exactly to the Förster resonance. Thus, the LZS based scheme does not require precise control of the gate operation time and is less sensitive to the fluctuation of interatomic dipole-dipole interaction strength.
In the context of Rydberg experiments, we simply take the example of the pair-state interaction channel |90S 1/2 + |96S 1/2 → |90P 1/2 + |95P 1/2 in Cs Rydberg atoms, as previously found by Beterov et al. [38] . In this case, the atoms can be addressed individually since they are excited to different Rydberg states. The Förster interaction between the pairs states has the energy defect δ 0 /2π = 75.6 MHz and the exact Förster resonance occurs with the electric field being tuned to E = 29.75 mV/cm. On the other hand, to meet the requirement of the intermediate driving regime (see Fig. 9 ), the dipole-dipole interaction strength between the two atoms along the z axis should be V DD /2π ∝ C 3 /R 3 ∼ 3.2 MHz, which for this channel is equivalent to the interatomic distance R = 20 µm for C 3 = −154968 MHz/µm 3 . Correspondingly, the frequency of the external driving field is ω/2π ∼ 2.4 MHz, which is easy to access in experiments. Note that other transition channels related to this Förster resonance are safely neglected because of the large en- Figure 11 .
(Color online) Fidelities of the CZ gates against the dimensionless rescaled time deviation. The black and blue lines represent the results based on the intermediate driving scheme without and with the consideration of the atomic spontaneous emission, respectively. The red line denotes the result based on the coherent coupling scheme. See the main text for detail. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 9. ergy defects, which are the order of several hundred MHz [38] .
The Rydberg states we considered have lifetimes around [38] τ 90S = 270µs, τ 96S = 314µs, τ 90P = 361µs, and τ 95P = 406µs in the room temperature (∼ 300 K). Thus, the two atoms excited to Rydberg states are subjected to atomic spontaneous emission during the LZS control. The effect of the dissipation during the gate operation can be evaluated by using the conditional Hamiltonian
rr +σ (2) rr ),
whereσ (j) rr = |r jj r| (j = 1, 2) and the sum is taken over all Rydberg states of the Förster interaction channel. The numerical estimate with conditional Hamiltonian simply discards the state components with each of these two atoms going back to the computational space due to the spontaneous emission, which may have some overlap with the desired output state.Therefore, it provides a conservative result on the gate fidelity. As shown in figure 11 , we can see that the spontaneous decay slightly reduces the gate fidelity, which however, still surpasses 0.995 in general within 10% of the deviation of the rescaled time.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have proposed an experimental feasible scheme for implementation of a two-qubit logic gate by modulating the Förster resonance with a periodic driving field. The Stark-tuned Förster interaction between the two pairs of Rydberg states can be regarded as a periodically driven two-level system, with a time-invariant coupling strength and a sinusoidal time-dependent detuning. The results show that the gate can be accomplished within an operation time comparable with that required by the method based on double adiabatic passages [28] , and in contrast to the coherent coupling scheme, the gate fidelity is much less sensitive to the fluctuations of the interaction time and the motion-sensitive dipolar interaction strength due to the sequential LandauZener transitions. We analyze the implementation of this gate with the realistic Förster interaction channel 90S + 96S → 90P + 95P in Cs Rydberg atoms, and the numerical results demonstrate its performance is insensitive to both the parameter fluctuations and atomic spontaneous emission, confirming its promise in quantum information processing.
